
LAST BUT NOT LEAST.....

After 2 beautiful wintery and snowy days’ trialling and a weather forecast of rain, rain and a bit more rain, I was not really 
expecting a great deal from the day.

However even if the wind was bitter the day dawned cold and bright with much better scenting conditions than we had been 
favoured with on more recent trials. 

On arriving at the shooting ground at Maer a warm welcome and tea were waiting along with a large crowd that had 
gathered both to take part and as spectators for Gwynedd Spaniel Clubs last trial of the 2012/2013 season.

The day was hosted by the Head Keeper Peter Huggins and with the help of his beautiful red haired assistant..Dog...We 
looked to be in safe hands and paws. 
He was also assisted by a motley bunch of stops whose faces were familiar from Crimewatch, but on a serious note without 
the long cold day they put in the trial would have been nowhere as good. So a special thanks and mention needs to be 
made to Steve Kelsall, Dave Wallchester and Peter Large.
 
The Judges Ben Randall, (who is the only person to win the Cocker Championship back to back with the same dog since D 
Douglas achieved that in 1976 with Tayburn Cockle) and NP judge David ? were ready and waiting  so we set off on the long 
walk to the start of the trial.

As it was an AV Novice the field of 16 dogs were young springers and cockers all of which seemed keen and ready for the 
day ahead.

As is usually the story when you get to this final push of the season the birds knew the score equally as well as we did; well 
they aren’t called January birds for nothing. 
This meant with a rapidly changing wind speed and direction; and hens and cocks alike sitting tight that this was going to be 
a tough trial for novice dogs.
It was nice to see that Ben immediately put the handlers at ease and gave everyone clear and concise instruction on what 
he needed to see. He made sure that each and every dog got a good run so he got to see all the dogs had to offer with their 
hunting, flushing and retrieving. 

With steadiness to both flush & shot combined with the quality of the retrieves the dogs that showed more ground sense and 
worked every inch of their beat for any available game should have been in with a chance. 
It was a shame to see that some of the top hunting dogs of the day didn’t do better but to win under a judge of such high 
acclaim and expectations it was going to have to be one with that little bit extra je ne se qua and luck on the day.

I have to say that I saw some fantastic dogs and handling skills and I’m sure lots of these dogs will go on to compete at 
Open level with success, however on the day it was the cocker that triumphed.

The results were:
1st Frostfields Tricky – Ryder (Guns Choice)
2nd Tearsol Gypsy – Tom Starkey
3rd Rosebay  Harvey – Davide Moore
4th Follydew Apollo – Neil Satchwell
Coms Larford Lyd – Howard Kirby and Kenine Amber of Winawizz – Bill Peat

Also at the end of the awards it was nice to see Ben openly state that he operated an open book policy so competitors could 
see where they were marked down by him or David and that he would happily discuss any ones runs with them if they 
wanted feedback. This has proved to be a very positive thing to do and I have only heard good things about this by the 
people who were there.

In closing I would like to express the thanks of Gwynedd Spaniel Club to the Keeper and Guns, The Judges, Stewards and 
Stops really all the people who it took to make the trial such a success. 
And to say that next season cannot come quickly enough now that I have been bitten by the trialling bug!
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